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ABSTRACT

Park, Jun Hyeong. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. Wireless Chemical Sensing
Schemes using Environmentally Sensitive Hydrogels. Major Professor: Babak Ziaie.

In situ sensing of chemical parameters such as pH, glucose, enzymes, and other
analytes is of immense importance in health care and environmental monitoring. There
has been considerable research in this area using hydrogels as a chemo-mechanical
transducer. Hydrogels are water-swollen polymers containing chemical groups that are
sensitive to environmental stimuli. When there is a chemical change, e.g. alkali to acidic
pH, hydrogel swells or shrinks. This reversible volume change can be coupled to
capacitive, inductive or other sensing mechanisms. Despite many years of research,
hydrogel-based sensors have not been of practical utility. This has been due to several
reasons such as: 1) manipulation difficulties of hydrated gel and their integration with
hard inorganic materials, 2) slow response of transducer due to diffusion limited sensing
mechanism, 3) baseline and sensitivity drift, and 4) biofouling. In 2006, Ziaie’s group
presented a wireless MEMS-based pH/glucose sensitive sensor using hydrogel. Despite
successful demonstration for a proof of concept, the device had several shortcomings
such as a complicated fabrication processes resulting in low yield, difficulty in snugfilling of a small cavity with hydrogel, and slow response time. The doctoral work
presented here reports on several investigations undertaken to overcome the
aforementioned shortcomings by developing novel, simple to fabricate, and inexpensive
methods using 1) immobilized ferrogel (magnetic nanoparticles embedded in hydrogel)
on top of an integrated flat coil, 2) hydrogel/polymeric magnet bilayer, and 3)
microbubbles embedded hydrogel. The reversible swelling/shrinking of hydrogel results
in 1) a change of inductance, which can be wirelessly monitored by standard phase
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detection methods, 2) vertical movement of a polymeric magnet, which can be remotely
detected by a giant magneto resistance (GMR) sensor, and 3) a variation of microbubbledensity inside of the hydrogel, which can be evaluated using an ultrasound imaging
equipment. The primary engineering contributions of this research includes design,
fabrication, and characterization of the systems using pH and glucose sensitive hydrogels.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation
Diabetes is one of the most widespread health conditions in the world, with an
affected population of approximately 285 million (in 2010); its prevalence is estimated to
gradually increase in the coming decades due to aging, urbanization, adoption of a
sedentary lifestyle, and obesity [1], [2]. In addition to posing many health concerns for
patients and their families, diabetes management also creates a significant financial
burden; in the United States, the average annual healthcare expenditures related to
diabetic patients is 2.5 times more than people without diabetes [2]. A low-cost, accurate,
and continuous glucose monitoring system can significantly reduce the diabetes
management costs by allowing the patients to have a tighter control over their blood
glucose levels.
Diabetes refers to two types of malfunction in glucose homeostasis. Diabetics
suffering from Type I exhibit wide swings in blood glucose due to destruction of
pancreatic beta cells, which secrete and regulate insulin, by a cell-specific autoimmune
process [3]. A scarecity of these cells causes an elevated blood glucose level
(hyperglycemia, >11 mM [4]), which can result in blindness or deterioration of muscle,
nerve, and connective tissue. Type I diabetes can be treated by insulin injection via either
a syringe or a wearable pump. Regardless of the method used, precise and accurate
dosing are of utmost importance, since an underdose of insulin would lead to
undertreatment, and an overdose could result in a subnormal blood glucose level
(hypoglycemia, <3.8 mM [5]), leading to disorientation, coma, or death. In order to
maintain a stable and adequate blood glucose levels using discrete dosing, it is important
to frequently monitor the blood glucose level. In comparison with Type I diabetes, Type
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II is characterized by suboptimal utilization of secreted insulin for managing blood
glucose level. This is typically a result of increased consumption of unhealthy food as
well as a sedentary lifestyle. The first line of treatment for type II diabetes is
pharmaceutical and life style modifications (more physical activity and weight
reduction). Nevertheless, monitoring glucose level remains a core part of the treatment.
Diabetic patients usually monitor their blood glucose level intermittently via finger
stick method. However, this technique is inconvenient and uncomfortable, especially for
children, elderly, bed-ridden, or handicapped patients. In addition, since this provides
only discrete observations of blood glucose level, which changes continuously with time,
important fluctuations in the level might be missed. To address this issue, there have been
substantial developments in Continuous Glucose Monitoring systems (CGMs) for the
enhanced diabetic care and treatment [6]–[8]. CGMs can not only measure blood glucose
level in real time but also record, save, and communicate the information wirelessly.
Current commercial CGM systems feature percutaneous glucose electrodes, with a
working mechanism that relies on the oxidation of glucose [9]–[12]. The US Food and
Drug Administration agency (FDA) limits the use of CGM systems for one week despite
successful demonstrations of such system in continuous long-term glucose monitoring.
This is due to various practical concerns including the need for periodic calibration of
CGMs against blood glucose level acquired by finger stick method, and the risk of
infection from dermal breach. Thus, there has been a growing interest in developing longterm and implantable CGMs [8], [13]–[15]. A number of CGM systems have been
demonstrated using diverse methods including absorption and reflectance of near- and
far-IR radiation [16], [17], surface-enhanced Raman scattering [18], reverse iontophoresis
or ultrasonication/extraction of glucose across the skin [19], [20], and fiber optics with
glucose sensitive phenylboronic acid (PBA)-based hydrogels [21], [22]. These
approaches confirmed the glucose sensing principles, but their practical utility has been
hindered by their unreliability when used in vivo, interference from competing analytes,
and inconvenient readout systems.
Among several alternative sensing methods, hydrogels have been substantially
explored for use in non-enzymatic glucose monitoring system for various reasons. First,
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hydrogels, which are water-swollen polymer networks, contain chemical groups that are
sensitive to environmental stimuli such as pH, temperature, and glucose. When physically
stimulated (e.g. change in the temperature), the polymers exhibit additional and
reverisible volumetric behavior, i.e, shirinking or swelling. The volume response can also
arise from a chemical interaction (e.g. pH or glucose) between an anlyte of interest and a
moeity incorporated wihtin the hydrogel. In either case, chemo-mechanical swelling and
shrinking of hydrogels in response to stimuli can be utilized as a signal transduction
mechanism, thus requiring no electrical power source. A second reason for adopting
hydrogels is that their high water content provides a reliable aqeuous interface for
increased transport of environmental analytes into the hydrogel matrix. A third advantage
of hydrogels is their ease of bio/chemical functionalization with molecules and other
nano-scale entities during the crosslinking process [23]–[26]. For example, a colloidal
crystalline array embedded in a PBA-based hydrogel can enable glucose monitoring by
measuring a color shift due to the swelling-dependent Bragg spacing [25]. Alternatively,
Siegel et al. reported on a method to improve mechanical properties of a pH-sentivie
hydrogel by incoporating nanoclays within the hydrogel [26]. This ability for custom
functionalization enables the use of hydrgel for more than just glucose sensing. For
example, temperature change can be detected by poly (N-isopropylacryamide)
(pNIPAAm)- or poly (diethylacrylamide) (pDEAAm)- [27]–[30], methacrylated
oligoethylene glycols- [31], [32], and vinyl methylether- [33] based hydrogel. ;
alternatively, pH variations can be detected by using acidic comonomers (e.g.
methacrylic acid: mAA) or basic monomers (e.g. N,N-diethylaminoethyl methacrylate:
DMAEMA) incorporated hydrogel [34]–[38].
In spite of the aforementioned advantages, such hydrogel-based monitoring devices
are curently not used in practice. This is due to difficulties in handling and localizing soft
hydrogels in challening envrionments such as human body. In addition, the response time
quadratically increases with size due to the diffusion-limited response of hydrogels to
stimuli [39]. Finally, when hydrogel-based sensors are placed in human body, a
sophisticated readout system is required to monitor their chemo-mechanical behavior. To
address these issuses, it is important to integrate hydrogel devices with more rigid, easier-
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to-handle susbtrates in order to develop more medically practical systems. In 2006,
Ziaie’s group demonstrated the integration of pH/glucose sensitive hydrogel with a
MEMS capacitor connected in parallel with an integrated inductor to fabricate a wireless
resonant passive sensor [40], [41]. However, the difficulty of coupling a hydrogel layer to
a movable plate of the capacitor, a complex fabrication process, and a sluggish response
time limited the functionality of the sensor.
This doctoral work attempts at addressingthese issues by designing hydrogel-based
systems that are, simple (easy to fabricate), inexpensive, and allow for wireless passive
chemical sensing. This resulted in several innovations including: 1) using ferrogel
(magnetic nanoparticles embedded in hydrogel) as a sensing material, 2) integration of
hydrogel with polymeric magnets, 3) and incorporation of nano/micro bubbles within the
hydrogel network.
1.2. Organization
This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 briefly addressed the motivation and
significance for the proposed research. Chapter 2 focuses on the understanding
background knowledge for the ultimate goal of this doctoral work. In the beginning,
classification of hydrogels is described followed by chemo-mechanical behavior of two
kinds of hydrogels, i.e., pH and glucose sensitive hydrogels. Afterwards, the fundamental
physics of magnetic materials for comprehending the operation principle of the first
sensing system, which is the major part of this thesis, will be introduced.
In the following chapters, three different hydrogel-based monitoring systems will be
presented. Chapter 3 demonstrates a sensing technique using hydrogel integrated with
magnetic nanoparticles (ferrogel) and can be divided into two parts. In the first half, I
focus on the synthesis of the composite material, and characterization of its swelling and
magnetic properties. The second part will demonstrate the utilization of ferrogels as a
transduction material in the wireless chemical sensing scheme. A ferrogel based sensor is
produced by chemically bonding a sheet of ferrogel onto a planar LC resonator. This
allows for continuous monitoring of pH or glucose concentrations of buffer solutions by
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measuring its resonant frequency via phase dip technique. Chapter 4 discusses an
alternative remote chemical interrogation system using a hydrogel/polymeric soft magnet
bilayer. This batch-fabricated bilayer sensor is composed of two polymeric magnets; one
bonded to the substrate as a reference whereas the second one bonded onto a hydrogel
film, functioning as a sensor. As the hydrogel responds to the changes in pH or glucose
concentrations, differential magnetic field intensity between the two magnets, an
indicative of swelling amount of the hydrogel, is measured by a giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) sensor. Chapter 5 introduces the last sensing scheme using microbubbles
embedded the within hydrogel network (BubbleGel). Although the aforementioned
methods exhibit good performances in detecting pH/glucose variations, their detection
range is limited (~1 cm for ferrogel sensor, 1.5 cm < bilayer sensor < 4 cm). In order to
overcome this drawback, the hydrogel is modified by incorporation of microbubbles. The
BubbleGel volume and volume dependent microbubble-density as a result of pH/glucose
variations are wirelessly detected by an ultrasound imaging technique. This method is
capable of long-range measurement when the sensor is deeply implanted in body.
Finally, chapter 6 includes the conclusion of this dissertation and discussions on
prospective research for the improvement of the hydrogel-based monitoring systems
presented here.
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2. BACKGROUND ON: HYDROGELS AND MAGNETIC MATERIALS

2.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the background knowledge necessary for understanding hydrogel and
its magnetically functionalized variety for successful implementation as a chemomechanical transducing material in the proposed systems will be discussed. First, general
structure, classifications, and properties of hydrogels including pH and glucose sensitive
hydrogels will be presented. Subsequently, the theory of magnetic materials used in this
thesis, i.e., a wireless chemical sensing technique using magnetic nanoparticles embedded
hydrogel, will be discussed.
2.2. Environmentally Sensitive Hydrogels
Hydrogels are three-dimensionally crosslinked polymer network exhibiting a swelling
capacity when immsersed in aqueous media such as water [42]. Hydrophilicity of
functional groups integrated in backbone chains of hydrogels allows them to uptake a
large amount of water up to several times of their weight and isotropically expand while
preserving their shape and structure [43]. The degree of volume enlargement depends on
an amount of water contained in hydrogel and shows reversibility; hydrogels swell in the
presence of water, and shirnk in its absence.
Hydrogles can be generally classified into two groups based on the type of
crosslinking: physically crosslinked and chemically crosslinked hydrogels [44].
Physically crosslinked hydrogels can be either permanently bonded or have weak
breakable bonds. Weak physical hydrogels are primarily molecular entangled and
polymerized by minor forces such as ionic, hydrogen bonds or Van der Waals [44], [45].
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On the other hand, chemical hydrogels are covalently crosslinked, hence, they are
stronger and more stable than physical hydrogels. For both gels, chemically or physically
crosslinked polymer chains prevent hydrogels from dissolution [44], [46].
The fascinating ability of hydrogels, which has garnered significant interest, is the
ability to custom design their chemical composition allowing them to respond to
physiological parameters (e.g. pH, glucose, etc.). As a result of the variations in the
stimuli, (e.g. pH changes acidic to basic), hydrogels possess an additional swelling and
deswelling. The drastic transition in the volumetric response is due to funtionally
sensitive chemical groups integrated in their backbone chains, which also retain their
reversibility. [47]. When the groups are interacted with physical (e.g. temperature) or
chemical (e.g. pH and glucose concentration) stimuli, hydrogels exhibit not only changes
in their size and shape but also variations in their mechanical strength and permeability.
Due to the aforementioned properties, hydrogels have been widely employed in diverse
applications such as biosensors, drug delivery devices, chemical valves, and
bioseparation [25], [40], [41], [48]–[50].
Among the above applications, I focused on the development of passive chemical
sensing methods utilizing the smart characteristics of hydrogels, particularly for
monitoring pH or glucose levels. In this doctoral work, three hydrogel-based monitoring
systems were studied. They were first integrated with a pH sensitive hydrogel, and
characterized for a proof of concept prior to the utilization of a glucose sensitive hydrogel
in the identical scheme. Thus, the following subsections will discuss both pH and glucose
responsive hydrogels.
2.2.1. pH sensitive hydrogels
pH sensitive hydrogels containing ionic moieties perform abrupt or gradual variations
in their volume behavior in response to the changes in pH levels of the surrounding
environment [46]. The hydrogels can comprise either anionic (e.g. carboxyl acid, sulfonic
acid) or cationic pendant groups (e.g. amines). Based on the side groups of the polymer
networks, different kinetics in their swelling and shrinking exist.
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Anionic hydrogels swell due to ionization of the pendant groups when the pH value
of a media is higher than pKa of the groups. The high degree of ionization causes an
enhanced electrostatic repulsion force between the groups. As a result, hydrophilicity of
the polymer increases leading to greater swelling response. In contrast, cationic hydrogels
ionize at the pH level lower than pKa of the groups. Thus, they swell due to the increased
hydrophilicity resulting from the greater repulsion force when presented in a low pH
environment. The shrinking response of both hydrogels is due to the protonation of the
ionized side groups leading to the decreased repulsion force at either low or high pH
value. Figure 2.1 describes the volume responses and swelling ratio curves of anionic and
cationic hydrogels in acidic and basic solutions. Note that the swelling ratio is defined by
dividing the swollen volume by the dried volume.

Fig. 2.1. Illustration of (a) volume change and (b) swelling ratio curves of anionic and
cationic hydrogels in response to pH [51], [52]
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Fig. 2.2. (a) Chemical structure and (b) volume transition mechanism of
poly (methacrylic acid-co-acrylamide) (mAA-co-AAm) hydrogel.
Poly (methacrylic acid) (mAA), which is commonly copolymerized with poly
(acrylamide) (AAm) to form a hydrogel, is a typical example of anionic polymers.
Figure 2.2 shows the chemical structure (left: mAA, right: AAm) and volume transition
mechanism of poly (methacrylic acid-co-acrylamide) (mAA-co-AAm) hydrogel. With
the increased pH levels of an enclosing medium, the electrostatic repulsion force is
intensified leading to swelling response as a result of the ionized carboxyl groups of
mAA. In contrast, the ionized carboxyl groups deionize reducing the repulsion force,
therefore, the hydrogel collapses. Since the repulsion force of ionic hydrogels is dominant
over the neutral hydrogels, ionic hydrogels are more applicable in pH-controlled drug
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delivery and pH sensors [53]. The poly (mAA-co-AAm) hydrogel was used for proving
the working principles of all the systems presented here.
2.2.2. Glucose sensitive hydrogels
In most glucose monitoring systems, glucose oxidase has been commonly used as an
enzyme to catalyze glucose oxidation, generating gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide
[14]. Hydrogen peroxide is then electrochemically transduced to measure electric current,
an indicative of glucose concentration. However, glucose oxidase is thermally unstable
and has antigenicity [16], [20], [54], [55]. Thus, non-enzymatic sensing methods using
glucose sensitive hydrogels are of tremendous interest. Furthermore, the detecting
systems can be integrated with drug delivery devices to trigger drug release using the
volume transition of the hydrogel according to glucose variations [42], [56]–[58].
Glucose responsive hydrogels containing phenylboronic acids (PBAs) are wellknown polymers as an alternative to glucose oxidase due to the presence of considerable
attractions for diol-containing molecules such as glucose [59]. Depending on chemical
formation of PBAs, they can be classified into four groups; Boronic acid located at the
ortho (Group 1), meta (Group 2), and para (Group 3) position of the amino group on
phenyl ring, for Group 4, amino groups are replaced by aminomethyl groups, and their
response kinetics such as linearity, sensitivity, and response time vary [60]. Figure 2.3
describes the interactions of a PBA hydrogel with glucose. Boronic acid normally possess
a pKa around 8.5, but majority of the acid are negatively charged to initiate the interaction
with glucose when presented at the physiological pH level 7.4. The PBAs-based
hydrogels exhibit a reversible binding with diols in glucose molecules by composing
either a 1:1 or 2:1 crosslinking structure [61]. When glucose concentration is below a
critical value, which depends on the kind of PBAs, the degree of PBAs loading in a
hydrogel, and pH of surrounding media [60], the hydrogel is preferentially inclined to
form the 2:1 crosslinking complex resulting in supplementary crosslinks in the polymer
and its collapse. Whereas the 2:1 crosslinking complex is converted to two 1:1 complexes
as the glucose concentration increases. This phenomenon results in the decreased number
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of crosslinks in the polymer and the increased number of charged anionic 1:1 complexes.
Therefore, the reduced crosslink density and the increase of negatively charged groups
cause an expansion of the polymer volume.

Fig. 2.3. Illustration of the interaction of PBA hydrogel with glucose
(1:1 complex and 2:1 complex) [60]
For this research project, 3-(acrylamido) phenylboronic (3APBA) acid in Group 2 and
poly (AAm) was used to produce a glucose sensitive hydrogel, poly (3APBA-co-AAm),
of which chemical structure is described in Figure 2.4. Basically, two pregel solution are
required to form a hydrogel structure using a sol-gel process [62]. The pregel solution
containing monomers and a crosslinking agent is mixed with another solution containing
an initiator. The first solution of the poly (3APBA-co-AAm) hydrogel was provided by
Dr. Chunjie Zhang in Professor Paul Braun’s group, University of Illinois at Urbana-
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Champaign while the other monomer solution for poly (mAA-co-AAm) hydrogel and the
initiator solutions were prepared in our lab.

Fig. 2.4. The chemical structure of poly (3-(acrylamido) phenylboronic acid-coacrylamide) hydrogel (3APBA-co-AAm) (left: 3APBA, right: AAm).
2.3. Magnetic Materials
Magnetic materials have numerous applications in biomedical devices an equipment
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), cell separation, targeted drug and gene
delivery, and hyperthermia [63]–[69]. In particular nano-scale magnetic materials have
attracted a considerable interest in recent years. This is due to the ability to synthesize
nanoparticles with controllable size ranging from a few nanometers to few tens of
nanometers. In addition, such nanoparticles can be functionalized by biological molecules
to capture, separate, and detect viruses (20-450 nm), DNA, and proteins protein (550 nm)) [69]. A second reason for adopting magnetic materials is that they can be
manipulated by either an external direct or alternating magnetic field. This feature can be
employed in cell separation, drug targeting, and hyperthermia [70]. A third advantage of
magnetic materials is that the nano-scale substances can be either suspended in an
aqueous medium or embedded in a solid (e.g. polystyrene) or viscous (e.g. hydrogel)
material to modulate their magnetic properties depending on applications.
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When an external magnetic field is applied to magnetic material they respond
differently depending on the nature and atomic structure of the material. The magnetic
induction due to an external field can be expressed by
ߤ = ܤ ( ܪ+ )ܯ
where ȝo is the permeability of free space, H is the external magnetic field strength, B is
the magnetic induction in the material, and M is magnetization. The magnetization M,
which is magnetic moment (m) per unit volume of the material, is related to the field
strength H and volumetric magnetic susceptibility Ȥ by
 = ܯɖܪ.
In SI units, susceptibility is dimensionless while both M and H are in Am-1. As can be
seen from the above equations, magnetization is an important determinant of the
magnetic induction with a certain magnetic field strength. The degree of magnetization in
response to an imposed field, which is defined as susceptibility, varies depending on the
type of magnetic materials. In general, the substances are categorized into four classes:
diamagnetic, paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, and superparamagnetic [71]. The relationship
between the magnetic field strength and magnetization for each type of materials is
described in Figure 2.5. Atoms in diamagnetic materials have paired electrons, and the
each electron having opposite spin directions. Thus, the substances have no net magnetic
dipole moments. However, as an external magnetic field is imposed on the materials, the
orbital motion of the electrons asymmetrically changes resulting in an extremely small
net magnetization, which points to the opposite direction of the field (Fig. 2.5 (a)). The
susceptibility of diamagnetic materials normally falls in the range of -10-6 to -10-3.
In comparison with diamagnetic materials, atoms of a paramagnetic particle possess
unpaired electrons with no pair of spins in the opposite directions; hence, individual
atoms exhibit inherent magnetic dipole moments without an external magnetic field.
However, no magnetization is observed when viewed as a collection of atoms in
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paramagnetic materials because the magnetic dipole moments of each atom are randomly
oriented, and they are cancelled each other. When located at a magnetic field, however,
the dipole moments are inclined to align along the field showing a large magnetization
with the parallel direction of the field (Fig. 2.5 (b)). The susceptibility of paramagnetic
materials are typically in the range from 10-6 to 10-1. For both diamagnetic and
paramagnetic materials, the magnitude of their magnetization is proportional to the
imposed magnetic field.

Fig. 2.5. Magnetic response of magnetic materials ((a) DM: diamagnetic, (b) PM:
paramagnetic, (c) FM: ferromagnetic, (d) SPM: superparamagnetic) [69].
Now, suppose paramagnetic atoms are very close to each other. Then, their magnetic
dipole moments spontaneously communicate with adjacent dipole moments resulting in
long-range order of the orientation of the dipole moments. This phenomenon leads to a
formation of a magnetic domain with a preferential direction. Ferromagnetic substances,
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which are composed of multiple such domains, have no magnetization due to their
random orientations. When a magnetic field is introduced, however, the materials are
easily magnetized because their domains are preferred to align along the equivalent
direction of the field. In contrast with diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials,
ferromagnetic ones exhibiting a significantly large susceptibility possess a hysteresis in
M-H curve (Fig. 2.5 (c)). When the imposed field is adequately strong, the magnetic
domain walls are destroyed, and saturation magnetization occurs [72]. With the field is
withdrawn, remanent magnetization still exists since the reproduced domain walls are
inclined to settle in energy minima rather than revert to their initial positions. Thus, an
external energy is required to disorient the magnetic dipole moments of the domains. For
example, the relaxation of the remanent dipole moments can be achieved by heating the
matters up to a temperature above their curie temperature (i.e. 1000 ºC for iron [73])
As discussed earlier, the hysteresis of ferromagnetic materials (of the order micron
size or more) is attributed to arbitrarily orient magnetic multiple domains where each
domain is composed of aligned moments to easy axis of the domain. However, the
dimension of hysteresis can be reduced by decreasing size of materials below a critical
value, which is based on the material type [69]. Substances with the order of tens of
nanometers or less eventually retain a single magnetic domain. When subjected to an
external magnetic field, these materials exhibit the equivalent mechanism of multi
domain ones. However, magnetic dipole moments readily relax due to thermal energy
with the elimination of the applied field. As a result, it gives rise to a removal of net
magnetization exhibiting no hysteresis as shown in Figure 2.5 (d). We call this
superparamagnetism. Figure 2.6 describes the comparison in the magnetic behavior of
ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic materials with an absence and a presence of a
magnetic

field.

In

addition,

when

compared

with

paramagnetic

materials,

superparamagnetic ones operate in the same manner, but they perform a stronger
alignment of magnetic dipole moments showing larger susceptibility, and saturation
magnetization.
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Fig. 2.6. Magnetic behavior comparison of ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic
materials in absence (top) and presence (bottom) of an external magnetic field [74]
Superparamagnetic substances possess thermal energy induced flipping of net
magnetic dipole moment leading to no remaining magnetization with the absence of an
applied magnetic field. The time taken for the thermal magnetic relaxation is obtained by
ܸܭ
ɒே = ߬ ݁ ݔ൬
൰
݇ ܶ
where ݇ ܶ is the thermal energy, K is anisotropy constant, V is the volume of a material,
߬ is of the order 10-10-10-12 s [75], [76] (e.g., ɒே of ferrofluids containing 10 nm size
magnetic particles: 2.96 x 10-9 s [77]). As can be seen, the relaxation time is dependent on
both the temperature and the volume. However, another factor influencing the relaxation
time is the measurement time (߬ ) of the experimental instruments. If ߬ is greater than
the relaxation time, the dipole moments of the materials will flip several times leading to
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zero average magnetization. Otherwise, the flipping will not occur during the
measurement, hence, the evaluated magnetization is very close to the initial one. This
phenomenon is called blocked state. When the relaxation and the measurement time are
equal, a shift between superparamagnetic and blocked state happens. If temperature
varies while keeping the measurement time constant, the shift also occurs in the same
condition, and the temperature is called blocking temperature.

Fig. 2.7. Schematic of relaxation mechanisms (a) Neel (b) Brownian [78].
Magnetic nanoparticles can be employed in numerous applications such as heat
transfer [79], magnetic drug targeting [80], [81], and microfluidic biosensors [82]–[84]
by being either suspended in nonmagnetic liquid carrier (e.g. water and organic solvent)
or embedded in rigid materials (e.g. polystyrene and silica) [85]. The former case is
called ferrofluids, and the latter case is usually designated magnetic microbeads. Now, it
is important to recognize that the reorientation behavior of the nanoparticles is influenced
by surrounding media. When an applied magnetic field is removed, the relaxation of the
magnetized nanoparticles is typically fulfilled by two different mechanisms, as illustrated
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in Figure 2.7; Neel relaxation [76] and Brownian relaxation [75]. In the former case,
atomic magnetic dipole moments reorient within each particle whereas the particles
themselves physically relax within enclosing materials in the latter case.
The equation introduced in the page 16 is the Neel relaxation time, whereas Brownian
relaxation time is given by

߬ =

4ߨߟܽଷ
,
݇ ܶ

where ߟ is the viscosity of surrounding media and ܽ is the hydrodynamic radius of the
particles [86], [87] (e.g., ɒ of ferrofluids containing 10 nm size magnetic particles:
0.4 x 10-6 s [77]). The effective relaxation time ߬ due to a combination of Neel and
Brownian relaxation mechanisms is obtained from [77]

߬ =

1
1
+ .
߬ே ߬

Both Brownian and Neel reorientations may exist in ferrofluids whereas Brownian
relaxation is the only relevant process for the nanoparticles whose magnetic dipole
moments are in the blocked state. On the other hand, the internal magnetic dipole
moments within the nanoparticles must relax when no physical rotation of the particles is
possible.
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3. A WIRELESS CHEMICAL SENSING SCHEME USING
MAGNETIC PARTICLES EMBEDEED HYDROGEL

3.1. Introduction
The swelling and shrinking kinetics of hydrogels in response to physiological
parameters such as pH and glucose concentrations, as introduced in the previous chapter,
make them to be promising candidates as elements in wireless chemo-mechanical sensing
or actuating systems [40], [88]–[90]. In one effort, Lei et al. previously developed a
MEMS-based wireless LC transponder integrated with pH/glucose responsive hydrogel
where the capacitance of the transponder is manipulated by reversible volumetric
response of the hydrogels [40]–[42], [91]. In spite of the successful integration of the
hydrogels with the MEMS structure, three major drawbacks restricted the performance
and application of the transponder. First, the device had a complicated and costly
fabrication process requiring hermetic sealing for MEMS capacitive sensor cavity.
Second, it was challenging to accomplish a secure mechanical coupling between the
hydrogels and the movable plate of the capacitor. Third, the response time (~90 min) was
remarkably sluggish because of the large thickness (~200 μm) of the hydrogel. The goal
of this part of the dissertation to develop an alternative sensing scheme by utilizing
magnetic nanoparticles embedded hydrogels (ferrogels) as a chemo-mechanical
transducing material in order to overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings.
Prior to the demonstration of the new sensing technique, the synthesis of ferrogel will
be presented first. Subsequently, the characterization of swelling and magnetic properties
of ferrogel will be discussed. Finally, I describe a ferrogel film immobilized on top of a
planar inductor in which variations in self-resonant frequency of the inductor, which is
correlated with pH/glucose-induced volume changes of the film, was interrogated by an
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external antenna. In the following sections, the design, fabrication procedure, and
characterization of a ferrogel based wireless chemical sensor will be demonstrated.
3.2. Ferrogel
Ferrogel was first invented by chemically embedding 10 nm size magnetic particles in
a hydrogel network [92]. Since magnetic nanoparticles and magnetic fields are clinically
accepted [93]–[97], magnetic field-controlled ferrogel has been widely investigated as a
promising composite material for use in drug delivery systems (inductive heating of
ferrogel results in deswelling of a temperature sensitive hydrogel that contains drugs,
resulting in its release) [98]–[104]. However, little work has been done towards the
utilization of ferrogel for wireless chemical sensing. An important parameter determining
the sensitivity of the ferrogel-based sensor is magnetic susceptibility of the composite
material. Some research groups have studied this by measuring susceptibility of ferrogel
as a function of the size and concentration of the magnetic nanoparticles [105], [106];
however, the kinetics of susceptibility in response to chemical stimuli have yet to be
investigated.
As introduced earlier, magnetic nanoparticles are typically incorporated into the
polymer network by direct chemical bonding between the nanoparticles and the polymer
chain. Another approach is to use commercially available magnetic microbeads that
incorporate nanoparticles in various loading fractions, where the microbeads can be held
within the gel network physically. For example, polystyrene and silica magnetic
microbeads can be obtained in 0.5–3 μm size range and simply mixed with the pre-gel
solution prior to crosslinking. In addition, the surface of the beads can be chemically
functionalized by amine or carboxyl groups depending on the applications. In order to
fabricate pH/glucose sensitive ferrogels for this work, 1 μm size of magnetic microbeads
functionalized with carboxyl groups (ProMagTM, PMC1N) were obtained from Bangs
Laboratories, Inc.. Figure 3.1 is the illustration of the ferrogel showing reversible
swelling and shrinking response.
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Fig. 3.1. Reversible swelling and shrinking behavior of hydrogel containing polystyrene
beads embedded with magnetic nanoparticles.
3.2.1. Ferrogel synthesis
Prior to present ferrogel synthesis process, the preparation of two pregel solutions for
poly (mAA-co-AAm) hydrogel will be introduced. The first pregel solution was produced
by dissolving and vortex-mixing 334.5 mg of acrylamide (AAm, Sigma Aldrich), 100.8
μL

of
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tetramethylethylenediamine (accelerator, Sigma Aldrich), and 16.35 mg of N,N’–
methylenebisacrylamide (crosslinking agent, Sigma Aldrich) in 1.2 mL of deionized (DI)
water. The second pregel solution was also prepared by dissolving and vortex-mixing
ammonium persulfate (APS, initiator, Sigma Aldrich) in DI water (80 mg/1 ml).
Ferrogel synthesis procedure is described in Figure 3.2. First, 80 μl (2.5 w/v%) of a
aqueous solution containing magnetic beads was dispensed in a 1.5 ml of centrifuge tube
container, and left overnight to be dried (Fig. 3.2 (a), (b)). Subsequently, the first pregel
solution was dispensed in the centrifuge tube containing the dried beads (Fig. 3.2 (c)),
and the mixture was then sonicated for about 2 hours to obtain uniform bead
dispersion (Fig. 3.2 (d)). Afterwards, the second pregel solution was blended with the
sonicated pregel solution in a 1 : 5.9 ratio (APS initiator solution: monomer solution
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containing magnetic microbeads). The mixture was then immediately cast onto the
hydrophilic side of a GelBond® PAG film (Lonza Group AG, 4 mm × 4 mm × 0.2 mm)
(Fig. 3.2 (e)), and was squeezed by a polyethylene terephthalate (PET, 100 μm, 3M) film
to generate a thin ferrogel film (Fig. 3.2 (f)) [107]. The PET film was carefully peeled off
after 10 minutes, and the ferrogel was then dried overnight resulting in an approximate
120 μm thick ferrogel film (Fig. 3.2 (g)). Finally, the ferrogel film with GELBOND
substrate were scribed into 1 mm by 1 mm using a laser engraving system (Universal
Laser System, Inc. PLS 6.75). The ferrogel films were fabricated with various loadings of
magnetic beads: 0 w/v%, 10 w/v% (80 μl of magnetic beads solution), and 20 w/v%.
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Fig. 3.2. Synthesis process of magnetic microbeads embedded hydrogel (ferrogel) (a)
Dispense liquid solution containing magnetic beads, (b) Dried overnight, (c) Dispense the
first pregel solution, (d) Sonication for uniform dispersion of the beads, (e) Mix the
initiator with the sonicated mixture, and dispense the ferrogel solution on GELBOND, (f)
Squeezed ferrogel solution by PET film and polymerization, and (g) Peel off the PET.
Prior to the characterization of swelling property, the ferrogel samples were attached
to a PET substrate using a double side tape (3M) for easy handling. The cross-sectional
view of the ferrogel samples at their dried state are shown in Figure 3.3 ((a) 0 w/v% and
(b) 10 w/v% ferrogels). Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-4800) images of
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the fabricated ferrogel are shown in Figure 3.4. Clusters of beads dispersed throughout
the hydrogel are revealed (Fig.3.4 (a)), and a magnified view, Figure 3.4 (b), displays
individual particles.

Fig. 3.3. Microscopic images of cross-section of ferrogel films at their dried states
(a) 0 w/v%, (b) 10 w/v% (scale bar: 200 μm).
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Fig. 3.4. SEM images of the fabricated ferrogel (Red arrows indicate clusters of beads
throughout the hydrogel, scale: (a) 50 μm (b) 500 nm.
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3.2.2. Ferrogel characterization
In this section, two different ferrogel characterizations will be discussed: the swelling
ratio and susceptibility at various pH levels. This particular hydrogel composition has its
maximal sensitivity between pH 4 and 6 [90]. Thus, all experiments were conducted
around these levels. The buffer solutions (pH 4 and 7) were obtained from Xylem Inc.,
and pH 6 buffer was prepared by mixing pH 4 and 7. Before both characterizations, the
ferrogel films were thoroughly washed in DI water to remove sol fraction and unreacted
monomers. The swelling ratio results will be first presented, followed by the
susceptibility characterization.
The volumetric response of ferrogel to stimuli is dependent on inherent hydrogel
parameters such as its crosslink density and monomer ratio [40] as well as the embedded
magnetic microbeads. Incorporation of the magnetic beads in the hydrogel results in a
large susceptibility; although this may allow for higher performance in a chemical
sensing system, it can also diminish the volumetric response of the ferrogel. One reason
for this is that the beads may limit the penetration of water molecules into the hydrogel
network by lowering the polymerization ratio. Therefore, it is important to investigate the
swelling behavior of the ferrogel as well as its magnetic susceptibility.
The swelling response of the ferrogel was evaluated by measuring their thickness at
their dried state, pH 4, and pH 6 using a microscope. During the characterization, the
ferrogel was covalently bonded to a polymer substrate (GelBond) for handling purposes
as described in the ferrogel synthesis process; this results in an anisotropic swelling
behavior in the presence of water [60]; thus, the vertical thickness of the ferrogel was
measured rather than its volume. First, the dried ferrogel samples were optically observed
to determine their initial thickness. The ferrogels free-swollen in DI water overnight were
then immersed at pH 4 for 24 hours, and their swelling response was optically measured.
Subsequently, the samples were transferred to the pH 6 buffer solution, and left for 24
hours again. Finally, the volume behavior of the ferrogels was evaluated by optically
measuring their thicknesses. Figure 3.5 shows microscopic images of cross-section of
ferrogel films (0 w/v% (top), 10 w/v% (middle), and 20 w/v% (bottom)) at the three
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different conditions, dried state (1st column), pH 4 (2nd column), and pH 6 (3rd column).
The result corresponded to the anticipated swelling kinetics described in Chapter 2;
swelling at a high pH, shrinking at a low pH. Although pH 6 buffer solution is not basic,
since it contains more OH- ions than pH 4, the enhanced interaction between OH- and
carboxyl groups of mAA leaded to the greater expansion of the ferrogels at pH 6
compared to pH 4. Table 3.1 summarizes the measured thicknesses of the ferrogel films
at the three conditions.

Fig. 3.5. Microscopic cross-section view of the ferrogel films (top: 0 w/v%,
middle: 10 w/v%, and bottom: 20 w/v%) (1st column: dried state, 2nd column: pH 4, and
3rd column: pH 6) (scale bar: 200 μm).
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Table 3.1
Ferrogel thicknesses with different magnetic microbead loading concentrations measured
at the three conditions (dried state, pH 4, and pH 6).

Loading
amount
(w/v%)

Thickness [μm]
Dried state

pH 4

pH 6

AVG

STD

AVG

STD

AVG

STD

0

116.67

7.77

272.81

6.77

435.00

53.23

10

130.00

8.89

282.33

8.14

446.33

16.74

20

137.50

10.08

249.25

19.62

332.75

9.60

Figure 3.6 shows the effect of the magnetic microbeads on the swelling ratio of the
ferrogels at pH 4 and 6. The swelling ratio was obtained by dividing the thickness of the
swollen ferrogel by that of the dried ferrogel. At both pH levels, 10 w/v% ferrogel
exhibited a slightly reduced swelling ratio compared to that of pure hydrogel with a 6.8 %
and 1.9 % decrease at pH 4 and 6, respectively. However, the volumetric response of
20 w/v% ferrogel was significantly reduced (22 % and 30.8 % at each condition). This
result agrees with the intuitive behavior of the ferrogel as described at the beginning of
this chapter, i.e., the presence of the beads with the high concentration in the hydrogel
network results in a reduced swelling ratio. The letters shown above the bars in Figure
3.6 indicate a statistical analysis such that the volume performances of 0 w/v% ferrogel
(pure hydrogel) and 10 w/v% ferrogel in level A were statistically same, but the swelling
ratio of 20 w/v% ferrogel in level B was statistically different from the other samples
exhibiting the degenerated expansion behavior.
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Fig. 3.6. Effect of the magnetic beads (0 %, 10 %, and 20 %) on swelling ratio of the
hydrogel at pH 4 and pH 6 (N=3).

Next, the magnetic properties of the hydrated ferrogel films were analyzed at the two
pH levels, 4 and 6, using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID,
Quantum Design). To properly describe the interaction between hydrogel and the
magnetic microbeads, it is important to first understand the magnetic behavior of the
nanoparticles inside the beads. As discussed in Chapter 2, when the nanoparticles are in a
magnetic field and the field is suddenly turned off, the particles can energetically relax
either by physically rotating (Brown relaxation) or by adjusting their internal magnetic
field (Neel relaxation). In low-viscosity suspensions (e.g., ferrofluid), relaxation can
occur via both phenomena simultaneously; however, if the particles are physically
immobilized, the former mechanism is impeded, rendering Neel relaxation as the primary
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method for reorienting their magnetic moments in response to a magnetic field. Such is
the case with our ferrogel system, in which the nanoparticles are physically immobilized
inside of the polymeric solid (polystyrene).

Fig. 3.7. (a) Magnetization curve of magnetic microbeads suspended in water (b)
expanded magnetization curve at low magnetic field showing a hysteresis.
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This phenomenon is confirmed in Figure 3.7 (a), which shows the magnetization
curves of the beads suspended in water at room temperature with about 23 emu/g of
saturation magnetization. In Figure 3.7 (b), hysteresis at the low magnetic field was
observed with 3 emu/g of remanent magnetization and 30 Oe of coercive field intensity.
The hysteresis indicates that the magnetic moments inside of the nanoparticles are
thermally blocked due to slow relaxation time [108]. This can be also confirmed by
calculations of Neel relaxation time using the equation introduced in Chapter 2. Neel
relaxation time (߬ே ) is strongly dependent on the volume of the nanoparticles. According
to the supplier, since the diameter of the nanoparticles in the magnetic beads is in a range
of 10–25 nm, the particles whose Neel relaxation time is greater than the measurement
time (the reciprocal of frequency of an applied alternating field) have blocked magnetic
moments at room temperature. Due to the lack of information regarding fundamental
parameters such as anisotropy constant, Neel relaxation time was calculated with three
different values (20 KJ/m3 [109], 11 KJ/m3, and 44 KJ/m3 [110] ). The computed time is
summarized in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2
The calculated Neel relaxation time with three different anisotropy constants
(11, 20, and 44 KJ/m3).
Anisotropy constant [KJ/m3]
Radius [nm]

Volume [m3]

11

20

44

Neel relaxation time [s]
5

Â-25

3.14Â10-9

1.11Â10-8

2.31Â10-7

7.5

Â-24

6.32Â10-8

4.50Â10-6

0.13

10

Â-24

2.19Â10-5

0.54

1.88Â1010

12.5

Â-24

0.34

1.00Â108

4.97Â1028
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Next, we consider the magnetic bead-hydrogel composite. When a magnetic field is
imposed onto the beads, the magnetic moments of the embedded nanoparticles align
along the field and become thermally blocked. As a result, the beads behave as tiny
magnets, and their degrees of alignment in response to the magnetic field (i.e., magnetic
susceptibility) are influenced by the surrounding media. For instance, when suspended in
an aqueous medium with low viscosity (e.g. water), the magnetized beads can easily align
along the applied field. On the other hand, when surrounded by a very viscous or
polymeric medium (e.g. hydrogel), the beads experience physical constraints. These
physical restrictions may be further exacerbated (or alleviated) when the hydrogel
volume is reduced (or increased) in response to external chemical stimuli. Hence, as a
result of the physical restrictions, shrinking and swelling of the ferrogel affects its
magnetic susceptibility, allowing certain chemical stimuli to be detected inductively. It is
a striking finding because even though the amount of total magnetic material is constant,
susceptibility still exhibits a dependence on volume.
Figure 3.8 shows the AC susceptibility plot of the magnetic microbeads (10 w/v%)
measured by SQUID in four conditions: dispersed in an aqueous medium, dispersed in
uncured Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), embedded in hydrogel at pH 4, and embedded in
hydrogel at pH 6. AC susceptibility measurement is preferred for validating the
feasibility of the ferrogel as a material for wireless magnetic sensing. The result confirms
that the physical restriction of the surrounding medium influences the alignment of the
magnetic beads. The beads suspended in water (viscosity: 8.9Â10-4 Pa-sec) exhibited the
higher ac susceptibility over the range of frequency from 0.1 Hz to 1000 Hz compared to
that of the beads suspended in uncured PDMS (viscosity: 5.1 Pa-sec). The reduced
susceptibility can be attributed to the higher viscosity of the uncured PDMS hindering the
rotation of the beads along the magnetic field. In addition, lower susceptibilities were
observed in the beads dispersed in hydrogel at both pH levels. The higher susceptibility
obtained at pH 6 versus pH 4 is likely due to the ferrogel swelling at the higher pH value;
this results in less confinement of the beads, thus allowing less restricted rotations in the
polymer chains. The gradual decrease in the susceptibility with the increased frequency is
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a result of the relaxation of the nanoparticles. Table 3.3 summarizes the measured
susceptibility of the microbeads within the different conditions at 1, 10, 100, and 1000 Hz.

Fig. 3.8. AC susceptibility of the magnetic microbeads (10 w/v%) suspended in four
different conditions, hydrogel at pH 4, hydrogel at pH 6, water, and uncured PDMS
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Table 3.3
The measured susceptibility of the magnetic beads in the different conditions with
various frequencies, 1, 10, 100, and 1000 Hz.

Frequency [Hz]

Susceptibility
pH 4

pH 6

Water

PDMS (uncured)

1

1.13

1.39

2.20

1.89

10

1.08

1.31

2.18

1.85

100

1.02

1.23

2.15

1.80

1000

0.96

1.15

2.03

1.73

Since the susceptibility of the ferrogel is a function of swelling, so is its magnetic
energy storage capacity. It is possible, therefore, to measure inductance as a way of
monitoring the chemical environment. In the following section, one embodiment of such
scheme, in which the ferrogel was anchored to the surface of a coil for inductive
modulation by volumetric changes, will be presented [111]. In this case, sensing was
accomplished as follows. Assuming that the magnetic field intensity is constant, then, the
magnetic energy of the ferrogel can be represented as

ܧ =

1
1
න ߤ ߤ  ܪଶ ݀ = ݒන ߤ (߯ + 1) ܪଶ ݀ݒ
2
2
=

1
1
න ߤ (߯ + 1) ܪଶ ܸ =  ܫܮଶ
2
2

, where ߯ is the magnetic susceptibility, ߤ is the permeability in vacuum,  ܪis magnetic
field intensity, ܸ is total volume of the particles,  ܮis inductance, and I is current. From
this equation, it is evident that the inductance of the ferrogel is a one-to-one function of
its susceptibility. This constant-field approximation is valid for our setup, since the
change in magnetic field intensity from the bottom of gel to its maximum height (500 μm)
is at most 0.4 %. As discussed above, ferrogel exhibited a higher susceptibility when
swollen than when shrunken; hence, the ferrogel in its swollen state can store more
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magnetic energy and has a larger inductance, compared to in its shrunken state. The
converse is also true; that is, a shrunken ferrogel can store less magnetic energy and has a
lower inductance. Therefore, any changes in the environment of the ferrogel can be
detected by changes in magnetic energy or inductance, which is dependent on
susceptibility.
3.3. Ferrogel-based Wireless Chemical Sensing Scheme
As validated in the previous section, the magnetic permeability of the ferrogel can be
determined by its volume variations in response to the stimuli. Thus, when laminated
with an inductive planar coil, its inductance modulation, which is an indicative of
pH/glucose variation, is accomplished by changes in the volume and shape of the ferrogel
as shown in Figure 3.9 (a); as the ferrogel shrinks, the lower permeability leads to the
reduced inductance whereas the higher permeability in the swollen ferrogel results in the
increased inductance. Therefore, pH/glucose of a medium surrounding a ferrogel based
sensor can be monitored by measuring the alterable inductance.
Figure 3.9 (b) depicts the basic concept of the envisioned application [111]. The
ferrogel/inductor structure is anticipated being implanted in the subcutaneous tissue.
Small ions and analytes in body fluid diffuse through a nano-scale porous membrane,
which separates the ferrogel from undesired substances such as proteins and cells.
Afterwards, a volume response of the ferrogel is triggered by the ions and analytes
modulating inductance and self-resonant frequency of the sensor. The resonant frequency
is then continuously monitored by an external receiver coil. In the following section, the
device structure, fabrication, and experiment result using the pH/glucose responsive
hydrogel will be discussed.
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Fig. 3.9. Illustration of (a) sensing principle of the ferrogel based sensor (b) schematic
view of an envisioned application for the device.
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3.3.1. Device design, fabrication, and experiment set-up
A cross-sectional schematic of the ferrogel sensor is shown in Figure 3.10. The
device is basically consisted of a planar inductive coil and a thin ferrogel film. The
ferrogel film and the coil are chemically bonded by introducing an adhesive layer,
GELBOND, between them. The ferrogel is engraved in a particular pattern using the
laser machine to enhance its sensing performance, which will be discussed later.

Fig. 3.10. Schematic of a cross-sectional view of the ferrogel sensor
The ferrogel sensor wirelessly communicated with the external readout coil via
inductive coupling to continuously monitor its resonant frequency changes by phase-dip
method. In order for understanding the remote sensing of the variations in inductance of
the ferrogel sensor, the theoretical investigation in the equivalent circuit model of the
inductive coupling between the ferrogel sensor and the readout coil is required. The
circuit model is shown on Figure 3.11.
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Fig. 3.11. Equivalent circuit model of the inductive coupling link between the ferrogel
sensor and the readout coil.
The resonant frequency and the impedance of the ferrogel sensor are obtained by

݂௦ =

1
2ߨඥܮ௦ ܥ௦

ܼ௦ = ܴ௦ + ݆(߱ܮ௦ െ

1
)
߱ܥ௦

where ߱ is the angular frequency, and Ls and Cs are the inductance and the capacitance of
the ferrogel sensor, respectively. The impedance of the readout coil are represented as
ܼ = ܴ + ݆߱ܮ
where ܴ and ܮ are the series resistance and the inductance of the readout coil,
respectively.
When the ferrogel sensor and the readout coil are in close proximity with good lateral
and angular alignments, they mutually interact each other generating mutual inductance,
M, and it is represented as [112]
݇ = ܯඥܮ ܮ௦
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where k is coupling coefficient, which is in the range from 0 to 1 depending on the
alignments and the separation between the sensor and the readout coil. As the inductance
of the sensor is altered by the reversible volume behavior of the ferrogel, the reflected
impedance seen by the readout coil is also modulated, and it is given by [112]

Z௧ௗ

(߱)ܯଶ
=
ܼ௦ (߱)

Hence, the overall impedance of the external readout coil is obtained as [112]

ܼ = ܴ + ݆߱ܮ +

(߱)ܯଶ
ܴ௦

It is possible to interrogate the resonant frequency of the ferrogel sensor by measuring the
change in the overall impedance of the readout coil, but the straightforward manner is
observing the phase of the ferrogel sensor impedance. The magnitude of the impedance
phase dip is defined as [112]

οߠ = ݊ܽݐ

ିଵ

߱ܯଶ
ቆ
ቇ = ି݊ܽݐଵ (݇ ଶ ܳ)
ܮ ܴ௦

where Q is quality factor of the sensor, and determined by [112]

Q=

߱ ܮ௦
1 ܮ௦
= ඨ
ܴ௦
ܴ௦ ܥ௦

where ܴ௦ is the series resistance of the sensing coil. The phase of the impedance can be
enhanced by increasing the inductance of the sensing coil and decreasing its series
resistance. However, it must be noted that, the increased inductance with a greater
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number of turns can result in a reduced quality factor due to the enhanced resistance and
capacitance [109]. The design parameters of the sensing coil are summarized in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4
Summarized parameters of the sensing coil.
Parameters

Values

&RSSHUWKLFNQHVV>ȝP@

18

7UDFHDQGVSDFLQJ>ȝP@

100

Outer diameter [mm]

10

Turns

20

,QGXFWDQFH>ȝ+@

2.1

Overall dimension [mm2]

15 x 15

Resonant frequency [MHz]

240 MHz

Q at resonant frequency

180

Figure 3.12 depicts the fabrication procedure of the ferrogel sensor [111]. The
inductive coil was manufactured on a polyimide (PI)/copper (Cu) laminated sheet
(25 ȝm (PI)/18 ȝm (Cu): Pralux AC, DuPont) using photo-lithography technique
(Fig. 3.12 (a)–(d)). The sheet was initially attached to a silicon wafer using photoresist
(AZ1518) for easy handling during the lithography process. After the patterning the coil
with the dimensions listed above, the revealed copper was wet-etched (CE-200,
Transene). Subsequently, the remaining sacrificial layer was removed using solvents such
as acetone and isopropanol, and the sheet was released from the wafer. The attachment of
a PET film (PP2500, 3M) to the exposed coil using UV-curable glue (Loctite 3105)
enabled electrical passivation of the coil. (Fig. 3.12 (e)). Afterwards, an adhesion
promoting layer (GELBOND® PAG, Lonza) was bonded to the PET surface using the
UV-curable glue, and the pH or glucose responsive preferrogel solution mixture, was cast
on GelBond (Fig. 3.12 (f)). A PET film was, then, immediately covered to uniformly
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spread the mixture out. The thickness of the ferrogel film was manipulated by locating a
weight on the film during the ferrogel polymerization [107]. Following the synthesis, the
ferrogel was dried overnight resulting in a ૫40 ȝm thick film (without the weight) in its
dried state. The dried ferrogel was either left without further process or patterned by the
laser engraving system into tiny rectangles (375 ȝm × 600 ȝm) with 150 ȝm spacing, or
squares (130 ȝm)2 with 200 ȝm spacing between the blocks (Fig. 3.12 (g)). Finally, the
ferrogel was immersed in DI water overnight prior to the experiment. The final
dimensions of the fabricated ferrogel sensor were 15 mm × 15 mm × 0.4 mm.

Fig. 3.12. Fabrication procedure of the ferrogel sensor: (a)-(d) fabrication of the sensing
coil, (e) electrical passivation using PET film, (f) Attachment of the adhesion layer
(GelBond) to the coil and ferrogel casting on it, and (g) laser-patterned ferrogel [111].
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Fig. 3.13. Optical image of the experiment setup showing overall system of an impedance
analyzer, a ferrogel sensor in the chamber, pH/glucose solution, and a syringe pump;
schematic in the two red boxes depicts phase dip measurement at pH 4 and 6 (left) and
the measurement method by inductive coupling between the sensor and the receiver coil
(right).
Figure 3.13 indicates the optical pictures of the experiment setup showing overall
system composing of an impedance analyzer, a ferrogel sensor in the test chamber, a
pH/glucose solution reservoir, and a syringe pump. For the pH responsive ferrogel
experiment, pH 4, pH 5, and pH 6 buffer solutions were tested while 5 mM and 10 mM
glucose solutions were utilized for the glucose responsive ferrogel experiment. First, a
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ferrogel sensor was located in a laser-cut acrylic chamber. Afterwards, the chamber was
firmly mounted over a readout coil connected to an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4396B).
While the testing solutions in the reservoir were then alternatively withdrawn by the
syringe pump, and flown through the chamber with a consistent flow rate of 0.3 ml/min,
the resonant frequency of the sensor was continuously monitored. It was required taking
approximately 5-7 min for the complete equilibration of the fluid in the chamber from
one stimulus to another one. As shown in the left red box, the minimum phase of the
receiver coil is located at the resonant frequency of the sensor as the impedance analyzer
swept across a frequency range of interest [40], [41], [112]–[114]. The collected phasedip data was transferred to a computer through a GPIB communication (National
Instruments) [115]. Afterwards, the transferred information was post-processed by
Matlab to polyfit with an order of 15. The frequency resolutions of the collected and postprocessed information were 17 kHz and 5 kHz, respectively. The red-dashed box in
Figure 3.13 depicts the sensor viewed as a passive LC tank whose inductance is
dependent on the volumetric response of the ferrogel.
3.3.2. pH responsive ferrogel sensor characterization
Prior to the glucose sensing experiment, the pH responsive ferrogel sensor was first
investigated for a proof of concept. Figure 3.14 shows the ferrogel patterned into
130 ȝm × 130 ȝm of blocks abiding on the inductive coil substrate at its dried state, pH 4,
pH 5, and pH 6. This patterning ensured constant and reversible swelling/shrinking
response by considerably reducing internal stresses in the ferrogel resulted from the
swelling restrictions imposed by chemical bonding to the underlying adhesion promoting
substrate [116]–[118]. Such stresses might give rise to the delayed stress relaxation
during the volume variation in response to stimuli and undesired hydrogel buckling. The
lateral enlargement of the ferrogel blocks at the various pH levels, encircled by a red box,
is shown in Figure 3.14. As the pH value increased, the distance between the ferrogel
blocks was narrowed as a result of the lateral expansion of the ferrogel. The measured
dimensions of the ferrogel blocks at different pH levels are summarized in Table 3.5.
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Fig. 3.14. Microscopic images of the ferrogel patterned into 130 ȝm × 130 ȝm blocks at
its dried state, pH 4, pH 5, and pH 6.
Table 3.5
The measured dimensions of the ferrogel block at different pH levels.
States

Dried

pH 4

pH 5

pH 6

Dimensions [ȝm × ȝm] 130 × 130 242 × 242 335 × 335 400 × 400
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Fig. 3.15. Time series of the resonant frequency in response to pH changes (a) without
laser-pattern, (b) with laser-patterned into 375 ȝm × 600 ȝm.
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Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 shows the temporal changes in the resonant frequency
according to the various pH values; Fig. 3.15 (a) is the ferrogel sensor without the pattern,
Fig. 3.15 (b) is the ferrogel sensor patterned into 375 ȝm × 600 ȝm, Fig. 3.16 (a) is the
ferrogel sensor patterned into 130 ȝm × 130 ȝm, and Fig. 3.16 (b) is the pH response
with small pH alternations of the ferrogel sensor patterned into 130 ȝm × 130 ȝm. The
sensing principle was validated from the outcomes. A reduction in the resonant frequency
was observed as the pH level increased, as anticipated because of the stronger expansion
behavior of the ferrogel, arising from the enhanced ionization of the mAA pendant
groups. In contrast, when the pH level was lowered, consistent with a reduction in the
ferrogel volume, the frequency increased resulting from the deionization of the ionized
mAA pendent groups.
Laser-patterning of the ferrogel into tiny blocks enhanced the pH-sensitivity,
reversibility, and response time of the ferrogel sensor. Without the laser-patterning, the
ferrogel sensor exhibited a downward drift (Fig. 3.15 (a)) because of the internal stress
built up within the ferrogel while the sensor showed a response to the pH level change.
However, the improved response to pH changes was observed with significantly reduced
downward drift by laser-patterning the ferrogel into rectangular blocks of 375 ȝm by
600 ȝm with 150 ȝm spacing (Fig. 3.15 (b)). When laser-patterned into smaller squares
of 130 ȝm by 130 ȝm with 200 ȝm spacing between the square blocks, the ferrogel
sensor performed a reversible pH reaction without the downward drift (Fig. 3.16 (a)). In
addition, the measurement of small pH changes of 0.1 units were achieved (Fig. 3.16 (b)).
Figure 3.17 displays a pH calibration curve at pH 4, 5, and 6 where this particular pH
responsive hydrogel, poly (mAA-co-AAm) has its maximum sensitivity [90] and a small
pH step calibration curve between pH 4 and 5. As shown in Figure 3.17 (a), when pH
varied from 4 to 5, a greater frequency change was observed explaining that the hydrogel
maximally responded with the pH range where pKa of the ionizable monomer, mAA,
(4.65) [119] resides. This can be clearly confirmed at Figure 3.17 (b) by showing the
largest shift in the resonant frequency between pH 4.7 and 5. Table 3.6 summarizes the
response times and the average frequencies of the ferrogel sensors at various pH levels.
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Fig. 3.16. Time series of resonant frequency in response to pH changes (a) with laserpatterned into 130 ȝm × 130 ȝm, (b) response with small pH change of the patterned
ferrogel sensor.
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Fig. 3.17. pH calibration curves (a) between pH 4, 5, and 6, (b) between pH 4 and 5 with
a small pH step.
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Table 3. 6
Summary of pH response of the ferrogel sensor with and without laser-patterning.

Non-patterned

Laser-patterned
375 ȝm × 600 ȝm

Laser-patterned
130 ȝm × 130 ȝm

pH

Freq. [MHz]

Response time [min]

6

104.77

-

5

104.97

50

4

105.07

50

5

104.90

35

6

104.64

35

5

104.84

50

4

104.99

50

5

104.79

36

6

104.53

35

4

126.52

-

6

125.54

19

4

126.49

49

6

125.49

18

4

126.44

46

6

113.70

-

4

116.64

15

6

113.73

16

4

116.68

17

6

113.67

14

4

116.69

17

5

114.62

9

6

113.63

19.5

5

114.54

28

50

4

116.58

11

With a small pH step
4

116.65

-

4.1

116.39

7.5

4.3

116.02

6

4.7

115.59

9

5

114.75

11

4

116.61

15

3.3.3. Glucose responsive ferrogel sensor characterization
In the previous section, the sensing principle was successfully validated using the pH
responsive ferrogel. By substituting the hydrogel by a glucose sensitive hydrogel,
poly (3APBA-co-AAm), the alterations in the resonant frequency of the sensor, which is
correlated with glucose-induced volume variations of the ferrogel, were investigated.
Prior to the demonstration of the experimental result, the synthesis of the glucose
responsive hydrogel will be described. Similarly to the pH sensitive hydrogel fabrication,
two different pregel solutions were required; monomer and initiator solutions [60]. First,
0.064 g (0.33 mmol) of 3-(acrylamido)phenylboronic acid (3APBA) was thoroughly
dissolved in 1.1 g of Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Next, 0.34 g (4.8 mmol) of AAm and
0.01 g (0.065 mmol) of N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide were also completely dissolved in
4.5 g of Millipore water. Afterwards, the two mixture were blended each other to prepare
the monomer solution. The initiator solution was produced in the same manner as
previously described. Finally, the monomer and initiator solutions were mixed in a 5:1
ratio to create a glucose responsive hydrogel.
As mention earlier, this particular hydrogel shrinks in the 0-20 mM glucose
concentration range due to 2:1 crosslinking complexes formed between 3APBA and
glucose whereas it swells with the higher concentration (> 20 mM) because the 2:1
complexes are transformed into two charged 1:1 complexes leading to the reduced
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crosslinking density. Hence, this glucose induced crosslinking complex augments the
total crosslink concentration inside the hydrogel resulting in the shrinkage of the polymer
matrix when the glucose concentration is in the rage of interest for diabetics.
In comparison with the poly (mAA-co-AAm) hydrogel, the poly (3APBA-co-AAm)
hydrogel with its particular composition had a difficulty in the handling due to its
softness. Hence, we enhanced its rigidness by increasing its crosslinking density; this,
however, will cause a reduced volumetric behavior in response to glucose concentrations.
Thus, the swelling ratio of the poly (3APBA-co-AAm) hydrogel with two different
crosslink concentrations (original composition (0.2 w/v%) and the modified composition
with the increased crosslink concentration by 80 % (0.36 w/v%)) was initially
investigated. The preparation of the samples and measurement method for the
interrogation was exactly identical to the pH sensitive hydrogel. The glucose solutions
were produced by dissolving various amounts of D-(+)-glucose powder (Sigma-Aldrich)
in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS, 0.01 M phosphate buffer, 0.0027 M potassium
chloride and 0.137 M sodium chloride, pH 7.4 at 25 °C, Sigma-Aldrich). The prepared
glucose solutions were maintained at room temperature overnight to attain mutarotation
equilibrium before the experiment [60].
Figure 3.28 shows the effect of crosslink density in the swelling ratio of the glucose
sensitive hydrogel. The original hydrogel shrunk by 38 % at 20 mM and swelled by 35 %
at 100 mM compared to 0 mM. However, the swelling/shrinking of the modified
hydrogel was degenerated at all conditions in contrast to the original polymer. The
modified sample showed a similar swelling ratio at 0 and 20 mM, and swelled by 28 % at
100 mM. This result assented to the anticipated behavior of the hydrogel as described
above, and the highly crosslinked hydrogel network caused a remarkably reduced
volumetric response to glucose (negatively affecting the sensing performance). Hence,
the glucose sensitive ferrogel sensor was fabricated with the original composition in spite
of the difficulty in handling.
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Fig. 3.18. The effect of crosslink density (0.2 w/v% and 0.36 w/v%) on the swelling ratio
of the glucose sensitive hydrogel at 0, 20, and 100 mM.
Following the study of the swelling ratio, the ferrogel sensor was fabricated by the
identical manner used in the fabrication of the pH sensor. The sensor was also located in
the laser-machined acrylic chamber, and was firmly attached to the readout system. The
resonant frequency of the ferrogel sensor was then continuously monitored while two
different glucose solutions, 5 and 10 mM, which are in the tremendous range of interest
in diabetics, were alternatively injected into the chamber.
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Fig. 3.19. The kinetics of the resonant frequency in response to the different glucose
solutions, 5 and 10 mM.
Figure 3.19 displays the kinetics of the resonant frequency in response to the different
glucose solutions. The frequency increased by 70 kHz when the glucose concentration
varied from 5 to 10 mM due to the increased 2:1 complexes formed resulting in the
enhanced crosslinking density, and the decreased inductance. On the other hand, the
reduced glucose concentration gave rise to the decreased resonant frequency due to the
conversion of 2:1 complexes to two charged 1:1 complexes, which leads to the
diminished crosslinking density allowing the easier rotation of the magnetic beads inside
of the polymer network. The sensitivity of the ferrogel sensor was 12.61 kHz/mM with a
resolution of 0.4mM, and the response time was approximately 10 minutes in both
directions.
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Fig. 3. 20. Microscopic images of the ferrogel patterned into 180 ȝm × 180 ȝm square
blocks at 5 and 10 mM.
The performance of the glucose sensor using the poly (3APBA-co-AAm), as can be
seen in Figure 3.20, inferior to the pH sensor. This can be explained by investigating the
changes in the volume response between 5 and 10 mM. Figure 3.20 shows the
microscopic images of the ferrogel at both glucose solutions. It was challenging to detect
the variations in size and shape of the ferrogel between the two glucose concentrations
compared to the pH responsive hydrogel at pH 4 and 6. This result might be due to the
lack of study in intrinsic characteristics of this particular hydrogel such as maximal
glucose responsive range and linearity. According to the previous work by Prof. Braun’s
group, there is a limitation that PBA-based glucose sensors suffer from a nonlinear
response to glucose resulting from the combination of 2:1 and 1:1 complexes formed
between PBA and glucose [60]. Thus, Zhang et al. demonstrated, recently, a method
removing coexistence of the two complexes to accomplish linearity and a fast response
time [120]. Besides, he suggested two ways to improve the sensitivity by manipulating
the PBA-loading amount in the hydrogel and the PBA-glucose interaction strength [120].
A highly loaded PBA content-based hydrogel performed a higher sensitivity than the
same hydrogel with lower PBA content, and 5-amino-2-fluorophenylboronic acid based
hydrogel has been revealed as another candidate in the glucose sensing by exhibiting a
higher sensitivity than 3APBA based hydrogel [120]. Figure 3.21 and Table 3.7 show
glucose calibration curve and the final frequencies of the sensor at 5 and 10 mM.
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Fig. 3.21. Glucose calibration curve between 5 and 10 mM.
Table 3.7
The final frequencies of the ferrogel sensor at 5 and 10 mM.
Parameters

Values

Glucose concentration [mM]

5

10

Frequency [MHz]

138.45

138.52

STD Freq. [kHz]

10

5
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4. A WIRELESS SENSING SCHEME USING BATCH-FABRICATED
HYDROGEL/POLYMERIC-MAGNET BILAYER

4.1. Introduction
The ferrogel sensor, reported in the previously chapter, resolved most of the
complicated fabrication shortcomings associated with MEMS-based LC transponder, but
the ferrogel sensor still required the photo-lithography technique for the preparation of
the sensing coil and the same sophisticated readout circuitry. Therefore, a potential
solution to the aforementioned remaining drawbacks is to simply to bond a light
polymeric permanent magnet on top of a hydrogel film [121]. The swelling and shrinking
responses of the hydrogel to chemical stimuli such as pH and glucose concentrations
results in vertical movement of the polymeric permanent magnet, the amount of which
can be monitored by a giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensor. Since GMR sensors can
measure small changes in a magnetic field [122], they are uniquely suited for this
application. They are also inexpensive and can be readily incorporate into wearable
devices. An illustration of an envisioned wireless chemo-mechanical sensing system
using the hydrogel/polymeric-magnetic bilayer transducer is shown in Figure 4.1. The
bilayer sensor is expected to be implanted in the subcutaneous tissue, and the GMR
sensor housed in a wrist watch can externally and continuously monitor the changes in
shape and size of the hydrogel by measuring the changes in magnetic field strength of the
polymeric magnet. In the following sections, the design, fabrication, and experimental
results will be discussed.
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic view of a wireless chemical sensing scheme based on
hydrogel/polymeric magnetic bilayer transducer and GMR external readout IC.
4.2. Device Design and Operation Principle
A cross sectional schematic of the hydrogel/polymeric magnet bilayer sensor and its
operation principle are described in Figure 4.2. The sensor is composed of two polymeric
permanent magnets; one is physically bonded on top of a hydrogel layer and can move up
and down when the hydrogel reversibly performs expansion and collapse as a result of
the variable chemical environment whereas the second one directly attached to the
substrate functioning as a reference. Therefore, the alterable difference in the magnetic
field intensities between the reference and the sensing magnets, an indicative of the
amount of hydrogel swelling, can then be continuously monitored by the external GMR
integrated circuitries (ICs) placed in close proximity.
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Fig. 4.2. Cross-sectional view of the bilayer sensor and its sensing principle such that the
magnet pair height modulation in response to chemical stimuli.
4.3. Fabrication and Experiment Setup
In order to demonstrate a proof of principle, the pH responsive hydrogel, poly (mAAco-AAm), and the glucose responsive hydrogel, poly (3APBA-co-AAm), were utilized to
fabricate the bilayer sensor. The recipes for the fabrication of the hydrogels were exactly
identical to the previous ones. The fabrication procedure of the device is shown in Figure
4.3 [121]. First, the pH/glucose pregel solution was cast on a hydrophilic side of
GELBOND® substrate using squeeze-film technique (Fig. 4.3 (a)-(b)) [107], and dried
overnight at room temperature leading to a 50 ȝP thick of pH/glucose hydrogel film.
Next, the surface of the hydrogel was machined using a laser engraving system
(Universal Laser System, Inc. PLS 6.75) to generate an area for the reference magnet (Fig.
4.3 (c)). Subsequently, a thin layer of UV-curable glue was spin-coated on the surface of
the laser-machined hydrogel with a 2000 rpm for 30 seconds. Afterwards, 1 mm2 pieces
of polymeric permanent magnets were distributed while a magnet positioning array was
located underneath the substrate achieving the attraction and alignment of the magnets on
the desired locations (Fig. 4.3 (d)-(e)). The UV-curable glue was then thoroughly cured
under the UV floodlight for 5 minutes. Finally, the hydrogel/polymeric magnet structure
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was laser-cut into 4 mm × 6 mm pieces generating the sensor and reference pair
(Fig. 4.3 (g)).

Fig. 4.3. Fabrication procedure (a) begin with GELBOND substrate, (b) a hydrogel layer
is cast on GELBOND, (c) Laser-engrave an area for reference magnets, (d) 1 mm2
polymeric magnets are dispersed on top of the hydrogel covered with UV curable glue, (e)
locate a magnet positioning mat under the substrate and cure the glue, (f) Laser-cut the
dies, (g) a final device containing the sensor and the reference pair and the GMR readout
IC.
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Fig. 4.4. A photograph of (a) a batch-fabricated array consisted of sensor/reference pair
and a magnet positioning mat (b) a final device including both the sensor and reference
magnets.
The optical photographs of a batch-fabricated array containing sensor/reference pairs
over a magnet positioning mat (Fig. 4.4 (a)) and a final prototype (Fig. 4.4 (b)) are
displayed in Figure 4.4. Note that the positioning mat was constructed by enclosing
neodymium magnets in a laser-cut acrylic container. The Figure 4.4 (b) shows a final
device including hydrogel/polymeric magnet structure composed of a reference (a
polymeric magnet on the substrate (right)) and a sensor (a polymeric magnet on the
hydrogel (left)).
After the fabrication, the hydrogel/polymeric magnet bilayer transducers were located
in a laser-cut acrylic fluidic chamber. The chamber was then rigidly bonded to a
commercial GMR readout circuitry (AAH002-02E, NVE Corp.) with approximate
1.6 mm of distance between the bilayer and GMR-IC. Prior to the characterization of the
sensing response, DI water was flown through the chamber to remove the unreacted
monomers and sol fractions for about 1 hour. Subsequently, two different solutions (pH 4
and 6 buffer solutions for the pH sensitive hydrogel, and 5 and 10 mM glucose solutions
for the glucose sensitive hydrogel) were alternatively withdrawn from the solution
reservoir and flown into the chamber by a syringe pump with a 3 ml/min of constant flow
rate. The differences in the output voltages of the GMR-IC were continuously monitored
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by an oscilloscope (InfiniiVision DSO7034B, Agilent Technologies) while the solutions
inside of the chamber were shifted from one to another. Finally, the differential magnetic
field intensities were obtained by converting the measured variations in the output
voltages. Figure 4.5 displays an optical picture of the experimental test setup with the
flow system.

Fig. 4.5. An optical picture of the experimental setup with a flow system.
4.4. Hydrogel/Polymeric-Magnet Bilayer Sensor Characterization
4.4.1. pH responsive bilayer sensor
Similar to the ferrogel pH/glucose sensor, the bilayer transducer using the pH
responsive hydrogel will be first presented, followed by the glucose sensitive one. Prior
to the sensing performance characterization through GMR-IC, the alteration in the
differential magnetic field by swelling and shrinking of the hydrogel was validated from
microscopic evaluations of the device cross-section at different pH levels as shown in
Figure 4.6. The swelling and shrinking behavior of the hydrogel reduced by 80 % due to
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the lightweight polymeric magnet on it compared to that of hydrogel without the magnet.
The swelling ratios of the hydrogel film exhibited at pH 4 and pH 6 were 1.4 and 2,
respectively (as compared to the dried hydrogel film). In comparison with the swelling
ratio result previously presented in Chapter 3, the bilayer exhibited the deteriorated
response. This can be resulted from UV-curable glue and the mass of the magnet on the
hydrogel.

Fig. 4.6. Optical photographs showing cross-section of the hydrogel/polymeric magnet
bilayer in (a) its dried state, (b) pH 4, (c) pH 6 (scale bar: 10ȝP .
Figure 4.7 (a) shows the pH calibration curve of the hydrogel/polymeric magnetic
bilayer sensor for pH values between 4 and 6. The changes in the magnetic field strength
varied from 4.1 mOe to 19.6 mOe. About 30 ȝP of the hydrogel vertical movement
(Fig. 4. 6) represented the 15.5 mOe of the differential magnetic field strength between
the two pH values. As presented earlier, the composition of this particular hydrogel was
designed to possess its maximal sensitivity and linearity between pH 4 and 6 [90].
However, this pH range can be located at around physiological pH levels by modifying
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the ionizable monomer [123]. The sensitivity and resolution that the sensor performed in
this range were 0.01 Oe/pH and 0.05 pH unit, respectively.

Fig. 4.7. (a) pH calibration curve between pH 4 and pH 6 where poly (mAA-co-AAm)
has its maximum sensitivity, (b) temporal changes of GMR sensor output for pH
variations between pH 4 and pH 6.
Figure 4.7 (b) displays the time series of the differential magnetic field strength with
the alterable pH levels. The shrunken hydrogel film gave rise to the reduced differential
magnetic field strength as the pH of the solution inside of the acrylic chamber declined.
In contrast, as the hydrogel swelled at pH 6, the differential magnetic field strength was
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increased. It required taking approximately 30 minutes and 50 minutes for the differential
magnetic field strength to be stable after pH of the solution was completely switched
(~ 4 min). The sluggish response time was caused by the large dimensions of the
hydrogel film. Additionally, the magnet over the top surface of the hydrogel hindered
water from its diffusion.

Fig. 4.8. GMR output depending on its separation from the polymeric magnets.
Finally, it must be mentioned that the sensitivity is also a function of distance
between the GMR and the sensor. The GMR readout depending on its separation from
the polymeric magnets is shown in Figure 4.8. As can be seen, the output exhibited
maximum linearity when the distance is from 1.6 mm to 4 mm. When separated less than
< 1.6 mm and greater than 4 mm, the GMR performed a lower sensitivity. Hence, when
the bilayer sensor is integrated with the GMR readout system, an optimal distance is
desired to achieve the highest sensitivity.
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4.4.2. Glucose responsive bilayer sensor
Following the characterization of the pH responsive bilayer sensor, the hydrogel was
replaced by the glucose sensitive hydrogel, and the identical experiments with the two
glucose solutions, 5 and 10 mM were conducted. It is expected that the shrunken
hydrogel at the higher glucose value leads to the reduced differential magnetic field
strength. In contrast, the increased variation in the field is observed as the hydrogel swells
with the lower glucose level. First, the cross-section of the device was optically evaluated
by observing swelling and shrinking of the hydrogel at the different glucose levels (5 and
10 mM). In comparison with the pH sensitive hydrogel, the poly (3APBA-co-AAm)
hydrogel with the particular composition inherently possess a lower response to the
glucose variations from 5 to 10 mM, as observed in the previous chapter. Even worse,
UV-curable glue and the mass of the magnet brought an additional burden on the
hydrogel while exhibiting swelling/shrinking. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.9, it was
challenging to optically distinguish an alteration in the size and shape of the hydrogel.

Fig. 4.9. Optical photographs showing cross-section of the hydrogel/polymeric magnet
bilayer in (a) its dried state, (b) 5 mM, (c) 10 mM.
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After the optical measurement, the variations in the differential magnetic field
strength were continuously monitored while the two different glucose solutions
alternatively injected into the chamber. First, the glucose calibration curve of the
hydrogel/polymeric magnetic bilayer sensor for glucose levels between 5 and 10 mM is
shown in Figure 4.10 (a). The differential magnetic field strength dropped from 74.7 mOe
to 69.8 mOe due to the shrunken response of the hydrogel as the glucose concentration
increased. The sensitivity and resolution that the sensors performed in this range were
0.98 mOe/mM and 0.5 mM, respectively. The p-value shown in Figure 4.10 (a)
represents that the differential field strength measured at 5 and 10 mM were statistically
different with 5 % of significance level. Figure 4.10 (b) displays the time series of the
changes in the differential magnetic field strength as a result of the various glucose levels.
As anticipated, the shrunken hydrogel film at the higher level gave rise to the decreased
differential magnetic field strength. On the other hand, as the hydrogel swelled at the
lower level, the differential magnetic field strength elevated. In addition, the declined
performance compared to the pH hydrogel/polymeric magnet bilayer was observed. This
can be resulted from the slight variations in the shape and size of the hydrogel as revealed
in the microscopic evaluation. It required taking about 18 minutes and 24 minutes for the
differential magnetic field strength to be constant after glucose of the solution was
completely shifted when swelling and shrinking, respectively. Finally, it must be
mentioned that the fluctuations in the measurement can be attributed to the instability of
the glucose sensitive hydrogel. Initially, the interference was attributed to the magnetic
field generated from the wires connecting the oscilloscope and the GMR readout systems.
However, the calculated magnetic field due to the wire (0.6 mOe) was lower than the
baseline of the polymeric magnet (~ 2 Oe).
The sensing principle using the pH/glucose responsive hydrogels was confirmed by
the results of GMR measurements; however, further developments were desired in order
for the sensor be of practical use. It is possible to enhance the slow response time of the
sensor by creating small holes in the polymeric magnet allowing the pH/glucose solution
to reach and penetrate the hydrogel more easily. For the practical applications, the
maximum sensitivity range should be located to relevant physiological pH levels, thus
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allowing the sensor to detect acidosis and alkalosis. In addition, further study about the
intrinsic properties of the poly (3APBA-co-AAm) was required to achieve the improved
swelling ratio and mechanical strength to overcome the weights of UV-curable glue and
the mass of the magnets.

Fig. 4.10. (a) Glucose level calibration curve between 5 and 10 mM, (b) temporal
changes of GMR sensor output for glucose concentration variations between 5 and
10 mM.
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5. A WIRELESS CHEMICAL SENSING SCHEME USING MICROAIRBUBBLES EMBEDDED HYDROGEL

5.1. Introduction
In the previous two chapters, the chemical monitoring systems using either
magnetically functionalized hydrogel or hydrogel/polymeric permanent magnet bilayer
were demonstrated. Although they exhibited viable and promising approaches in wireless
sensing of changes in chemical environment, a critical drawback limited the monitoring
performance of these systems hindering their practical utility. Figure 5.1 shows phase-dip
measurement of the ferrogel sensor at various vertical (Fig. 5.1 (a)) and lateral
(Fig. 5.1 (b)) separations between the sensor and the external readout system. The
increased vertical separation between them made the phase-dip smaller and less
detectable. Similarly, an identical consequence was observed as the horizontal
misalignment of the readout coil with a 5 mm of vertical separation from the sensor
intensified. Hence, the sensing scheme with inductive coupling offers an accurate
detection of the resonant frequency variations when the readout system and the sensor are
in close proximity with a good lateral alignment. Otherwise, an additional circuitry with a
high resolution might be required for the accurate detection of the blunt phase-dip. The
GMR readout system also performed at a lower sensitivity when the sensor separated
greater than 4 mm and less than 1.5 mm from the system as shown in Fig. 4.8. In this
chapter, we will report another wireless sensing method using ultrasonic imaging to
overcome limited detection distance of the previously demonstrated passive sensors.
Since this approach is capable of imaging at large distances (> 10 cm) using a low
frequency (< 3.5 MHz) ultrasonic wave [124], it can be a potentially promising technique
for sensors located deep inside the body.
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Fig. 5.1. Effect of (a) separation, and (b) lateral misalignment on phase-dip measurements.
5.2. Device Design, Operation Principle, and Fabrication
5.2.1. Device design and operation principle
The new system utilizes a functionalized hydrogel by incorporating microbubbles
(bubblegel) inside it. Microbubbles have been used as an ultrasonic contrast agent, mostly
due to the fact that they collapse and amplify ultrasonic signal reflected back to the
receiver [125]–[129]. However, the microbubbles used to functionalize the hydrogel for
this work remains stable under imaging ultrasonic intensity. The contrast is achieved
since the composite gel has a lower density due to air inside of the bubbles. This results
in an acoustic impedance mismatch compared to other media making it more visible to
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ultrasound compared to non-functionalized hydrogel. The reflection of the propagating
acoustic wave is determined by the difference in acoustic impedances, defined as a
product of density and wave velocity of a medium, between two media. Reflection
coefficient can be given by
(ܼଵ െ ܼଶ )ଶ
Ȟ=
(ܼଵ + ܼଶ )ଶ
,where Z1 and Z2 are acoustic impedances of two media, respectively.
The detection of alteration in chemical stimuli is accomplished by two methods as
shown in Figure 5.2. First, the volume deformation of the bubblegel can be directly
measured from its ultrasonic image due to the enhanced contrast. In order to accurately
evaluate the volume, the three-dimensional ultrasonic scanning is preferred. Second, the
microbubble-density is modulated as the bubblegel exhibits swelling/shrinking in
response to chemical stimuli; a higher density at shrunken state, a lower density at
swollen state. When viewed through an ultrasound imaging equipment, variations of the
microbubble-density can be wirelessly detected by observing the reflection intensity from
the interface of the bubblegel and a medium, and the degree of the reflection is
determined by gray-scale intensity of the area of interest; higher gray-scale intensity
(density) at shrunken state, and lower intensity (density) at swollen state.
In an anticipated application, as illustrated in Figure 5.3, the bubblegel is implanted in
either the subcutaneous tissue or deep body. Small analytes and ions in the body fluid
diffuse through the bubblegel and allow its volume transition as a result of environmental
conditions, altering the microbubble-density, and the intensity of the bubblegel. The
variations in its volume and intensity can be then wirelessly detected by a portable
ultrasound transducer connected to a smart device. By this means, the bubblegel can be
implanted with minimal surgery, and the biochemical analytes are noninvasively
monitored. For a proof of concept, a pH-sensitive hydrogel, poly (mAA-co-AAm), was
first investigated, and the same technique was employed with the glucose responsive
hydrogel, poly (3APBA-co-AAm).
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Fig. 5.2. Two different sensing mechanisms using bubblegel through ultrasonic imaging.
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Fig. 5.3. Schematic of an envisioned application for the bubblegel sensor
5.2.2. Sensor fabrication
Oxygen microbubbles were prepared by Mr. Pushpak Bhandari, in the department of
Agricultural and Biological Engineering at Purdue University. The microbubbles were
fabricated using a polymer cross-linking process. Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (AcDi-Sol, FMC Biopolymer, Philadelphia, PA) was dissolved in nanopure water to form a 1
w/v% gel and homogenized and saturated with oxygen gas (UHP grade). The oxygen
inlet was connected with an air nozzle (Nano Super Air Nozzle 1110SS, EXAIR
Corporation) to help generate oxygen microbubbles. After sonication steps [130], 2%
aluminum chloride (AlCl3) cross-linking agent was added to form the encapsulation
structure under continuous ultrasonication and adjusted to a neutral pH.
In this work, cylinder types of bubblegels with two different thicknesses were
prepared. When fabricated a thick bubblegel, a PDMS replica mold (di. 3 mm x 3 mm)
was first fabricated from an acrylic mold, which was created using CO2 laser cutting
system (PLS 6.75, Universal Laser System) (Figure 5.4.1 (a)–(b)). Subsequently, the
mixture of the pregel solutions were filled with the mold, and left for 10 minutes for the
complete polymerization (Figure 5.4.1 (c)). Afterwards, the bubblegel cylinder was
carefully removed from the mold. A thin bubblegel was prepared using squeeze film
method [24]. First, the mixture of the pregel solutions was dispensed on a Polyethylene
terephthalate (PET, 3M) film (10 mm × 10 mm), and another PET was covered on it to
form a thin bubblegel film (Figure 5.4.2 (a)–(b)). After polymerization for 10 minutes,
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bubblegel was cut into a circular shape (radius: 2 mm) of film by a puncher (TED
PELLA, Inc.) (Figure 5.4.2 (c)). The bubble concentration inside of both hydrogels was
0.05 w/v%, and the diameter of the bubbles was DERXWȝP.

Fig. 5.4. Fabrication process: 1. (a)-(b) mold fabrication, 1. (c) thick bubblegel
fabrication, 2. (a)-(b) thin bubblegel fabrication, 2. (c) cut the film into 2 mm radius of
circle shape.
The experimental setup is described in Figure 5.5. The fabricated bubblegel was
placed in an agar gel bath containing a pH buffer solution. The ultrasonic imaging was
carried out with Vevo 2100 ultrasound imaging system (VisualSonics Inc.) using a
40MHz (MS550D, Microscan™ Transducers) transducer. The ultrasound transducer was
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located ~5 mm above the sample under the solution to transmit the ultrasound wave.
Three dimensional (3D) images were also taken to measure the volume of the bubblegel
at different pH levels.

Fig. 5.5. Illustration of the test setup: overall system of bubblegel in agarose gel bath
containing pH-solution, ultrasonic imaging instrument with transducer.
5.3. Bubblegel Sensor Characterization
First, the influence of the microbubbles on the hydrogel was investigated by the
ultrasonic images. Figure 5.6 shows a hydrogel (left) and a bubblegel (right) placed on
the agar gel bath, which has a similar acoustic impedance to water [131]. The shape of
the hydrogel without the microbubble-embedment was slightly visualized, but was not as
recognizable as the bubblegel since the acoustic impedance of the water-absorbed
hydrogel is similar to that of water. On the other hand, the bubblegel was clearly visible
to the ultrasound because of a larger difference in the acoustic impedances, which is
determined by the loading of the microbubbles in the gel.
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Fig. 5.6. Ultrasonic images of the hydrogel with (left) and without
(right) microbubble-embedment.
As the volume of the bubblegel changes in response to chemical stimuli (pH), the
average density of the microbubble varies causing the gel more/less visible (high/low
gray-scale intensity) to ultrasound. Figure 5.7 (a) shows the ultrasonic images of the thick
bubblegels at pH 4, 6, and 10, encircled in a red box. As the pH level increased, the
expansion of the hydrogel was intensified due to the ionization of mAA, allowing the
reduced reflection from the surface of the composite gel due to their lowered
microbubble-density. Figure 5.7 (b) displays the swelling ratio of the bubblegel at the
various pH levels using its initial dimensions. When interacted with more OH- ions, the
bubblegels exhibited the enhanced swelling ratio, and the maximum variation was
obtained between pH 4 and 6. This result agrees with the anticipated behavior of the
bubblegel as described in Chapter 2. The gray-scale intensity, an indicative of the
reflected intensity of the bubblegel, is shown in Figure 5.7 (c). The shrunken bubblegel at
the low pH levels caused the elevation of the microbubble-density; hence, the higher
intensity was obtained due to the large gradient in the acoustic impedances between the
bubblegel and the pH solution. On the other hand, the reduced density of the bubblegel at
the high pH values leaded to the lower intensity because of the narrowed difference in the
acoustic mismatch.
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Fig. 5.7. (a) Ultrasonic images of a hydrogel and thick bubblegels at pH 4, 6, and 10,
(b) Swelling ratio, (c) gray-scale intensity of thick bubblegels at the various pH levels,
and (d) correlation plot of swelling ratio and acoustic intensity calculated from gray scale
intensity (R2 = 0.99).
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As observed, the variations in the gray-scale intensity are due to the volumedependent acoustic impedance of the bubblegel. Hence, reflection coefficient equation,
introduced earlier, can be rewritten as

Ȟ=

)ଶ

(ܼଵ െ ܼଶ
=
(ܼଵ + ܼଶ )ଶ

ଶ
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where A is the amount of the microbubbles and V is the volume of the hydrogel. The
reflection coefficient can be then simplified as

Ȟן

1
.
ܸଶ

The measured gray-scale intensity was first converted to the pressure in dB unit using
a mapping formula [132] to investigate the linear correlation between the measured
intensity and 1/volume2. Since the utilized ultrasound imaging equipment to obtain the
equation was from the same supplier as ours, the conversion was conducted via the
identical formula. The obtained pressure values were then rescaled in Pa unit, and
converted into power intensity [W/m2] by multiplying the velocity of sound wave in
water. Then, the reflected power intensity, which is proportional to the reflection
coefficient, is a linear function of the reciprocal of the hydrogel-volume square as plotted
in Figure 5.7 (d). As mathematically modeled above, the acoustic intensity exhibited the
linear correspondence to the reciprocal of the bubblegel volume square. This result
confirmed that our hypothesis that the reflection from the interface of the bubblegel and
water is modulated by its volume-induced acoustic impedance according to the pH
changes is valid.
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Fig. 5.8. (a) Ultrasonic images of the thin bubblegel at pH 4, and 6, (b) Swelling ratio
in the pH range from 4 to 10, (c) gray-scale intensity of thin bubblegels at the various pH
levels, and (d) correlation plot of swelling ratio and acoustic intensity calculated from
gray scale intensity (R2 = 0.95).
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Another advantage of the scheme is that the reflection alteration by volume change is
independent of the overall gel geometry provided that the interface is relatively smooth
and flat. Thus, depending on the desired location of implantation and applications, the
shape and the size of the bubblegel can be tailored. To demonstrate this, a thin bubblegel
VKHHWV aȝP ZHUH IDEULFDWHG DQG ERWK WKH YROXPH DQG WKH UHIOHFWHG LQWHQVLW\ ZHUH
measured. Figure 5.8 (a)-(c) exhibit the ultrasonic images of the thin bubblegel at pH 4
and 6, its swelling ratio and gray-scale intensity in the pH range from 4 to 10. It was also
noticeable to identify the change in the surface reflection as a result of the pH variations
from the images, and the similar trends were obtained at both plots as the thick
bubblegels. These results were also confirmed by analyzing the linearity between the
pressure intensity and 1/bubblegel-volume square as shown in Figure 5.8 (d).
The characterization of the swelling ratio and the gray-scale intensity from both form
factors successfully revealed the geometry independence. Hence, when implanted in deep
body, which has a variety of obstacle layers and organs, a large size of bubblegel is
preferred to readily obtain the transition in the volume or the intensity, but it might be
challenging for a small composite gel. On the other hand, a small bubblegel is desired for
the simple surgical insertion in subcutaneous tissue. Besides, an advantage of the small
form factor over the big one is the short response time, as validated in Chapter 3.

Fig. 5.9. (a) Swelling ratio and (b) gray-scale intensity of the bubblegel at physiological
pH.
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In order for in-vivo measurement of the alterable physiological pH values such as
alkalosis and acidosis, it is desired to interrogate the kinetics of the bubblegel at the levels
(pH 7.2, 7.4, and 7.6). Hence, the measurement of swelling ratio and the gray-scale
intensity of the thick bubblegels were also carried out. Note that the test setup was
exactly same except the pH solutions, which were prepared by mixing HCl, and NaOH
with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS, pH 7.4, Sigma-Aldrich), thus, the obtained values
at both results did not correspond to the previously investigated results. As shown in
Figure 5.9, the bubblegel exhibited the identical response; as pH level increased, the
swelling ratio and the reduced gray-scale intensity were enhanced. However, volumetric
response of the pH-sensitive poly (mAA-co-AAm) hydrogel at around pH 7.4 was not as
good as that between pH 4 and 6 as presented earlier. The highly sensitive range can be
shifted to the physiological levels by modifying the ionizable monomer [123].

Fig. 5.10. Gray-scale intensity of the bubblegel at various glucose concentrations.
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Finally, the bubblegel sensor using the glucose sensitive poly (3APBA-co-AAm)
hydrogel was also investigated in the same manner. Figure 5.10 shows the gray-scale
intensity of the bubblegel in the glucose concentration range from 0 to 20 mM with 5 mM
steps. The increased 2:1 complex formed between glucose and PBA induced the
bubblegel to collapse with the elevated glucose concentrations, hence, a higher gray-scale
intensity was expected from the greater difference in acoustic mismatch. However, as can
be seen in the figure, the gray-scale intensity at 5, 10, and 20 mM of glucose
concentrations were statistically identical. This result arose from the low sensitivity of the
gels; hence, the further development in the gel chemistry to accomplish the enhanced
swelling ratio is required.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This described doctoral research aimed at developing implantable passive sensors for
in vivo detection of the changes in chemical stimuli such as pH and glucose
concentrations. This was accomplished by integrating environmentally sensitive
hydrogels into three different wireless sensing systems. In this chapter, the conclusions
including the summary and the prospective research direction of each scheme will be
discussed.
The hydrogels, as introduced in Chapter 2, can provide a unique advantage in passive
sensors and actuators due to their smart property such that the chemical response as a
result of the interaction with either pH or glucose of surrounding environment is
transduced into the reversible mechanical behavior (swelling and shrinking) without the
need for any external power source. Another promising nanoscale material in currently
attracting a significant attention for applications in biomedical area, the magnetic
nanoparticles, was also discussed following the hydrogels, and their fundamental physics
was introduced for understanding the working mechanism of the main research work in
this thesis.
Chapter 3 presented the integration of the two materials, hydrogel and the magnetic
nanoparticles (ferrogel), and its utilization in the first remote sensing scheme. In the
beginning, the swelling and magnetic properties of the ferrogel in response to pH
variations were studied, and the results indicated that the chemo-mechanical behavior of
the ferrogel alters its magnetic susceptibility (permeability). This was also validated by
monitoring the resonant frequency change of the ferrogel sensor in response to pH or
glucose. The repeatability and reversibility of the sensor was ensured by laser-patterning
the ferrogel into small squares of 13ȝP width with 200 ȝP spacing to avoid internal
stress built up during swelling and shrinking. The patterning also improved the response
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time and provided the sensor with an adequate sensitivity for the measurement of 0.1 unit
variation in the pH levels. However, the control studies revealed that the resonant
frequency variations are influenced by the additional electrical components such as the
capacitance and resistance. In order to be practical value, the ferrogel sensor output must
be a function of a single variable, the inductance in this case. Hence, the prospective
direction must include the interrogation of a method removing the undesired
responsiveness to the capacitance and resistance by incorporation of a reference element
(only affecting the resistance and capacitance) in close proximity allowing for a
differential measurement.
Another wireless chemical sensing technique using hydrogel/polymeric permanent
magnet bilayer was discussed in Chapter 4. The capability of the batch-scale fabrication
using the laser engraving machine and the magnet positioning mat eliminated the costly
and complicated cleanroom process, which was required to manufacture the sensing coil
of the ferrogel sensor. The detection of the chemical stimuli relied on the alterable
differential magnetic field strength between the sensing part (a hydrogel integrated with
polymeric magnet on top) and the reference part (a non-moving magnet). The sensing
scheme was characterized by both optical evaluation of the hydrogel swelling behavior
and the continuous measurement of the variations in the differential magnetic field
strength at various pH/glucose levels. Both pH/glucose responsive hydrogel bilayer
transducers accomplished the remote monitoring of the changes in the chemical stimuli,
but further investigations to improve the mechanical property of the glucose sensitive
hydrogel will have to be undertaken. The GMR readout system offered the interrogation
of the small variations in stimuli, but the maximum sensitivity was achieved when the
separation between the sensor and the system was greater than 1.6 mm and less than 4
mm. Therefore, the future direction must include investigating the volume response of the
glucose sensitive hydrogel with various monomer and crosslinker compositions to obtain
the enhanced swelling/shrinking at the glucose levels of interest as well as developing a
packaging method containing a bilayer sensor and a GMR readout system with a fixed
distance at between 1.6 mm and 4 mm.
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Chapter 5 demonstrated the last monitoring system using the microbubble embedded
hydrogels to overcome the limited sensing distance of the previously presented
techniques. The hydrogels functionalized with microbubbles allowed the wireless sensing
through the ultrasonic imaging method. The main advantage of this scheme is deep body
(> 10 cm) penetration of ultrasound at imaging frequencies, which is unavailable with
earlier passive devices. As a proof of principle, the microbubbles were embedded in the
pH sensitive poly (mAA-co-AAm) hydrogel and the glucose sensitive poly (3APBA-coAAm) hydrogel. The anticipated swelling responses of the thick and thin bubblegels to
the variations in pH/glucose of the surrounding media were observed in their ultrasonic
images, and the volume controlled acoustic impedance and corresponding intensity
change in reflected signal were validated by analyzing the gray-scale intensity of
reflected ultrasound at the interface. In spite of less volume response of the hydrogel at
the physiological pH levels, it was possible to evaluate the intensity change. Moreover,
volume of the bubblegel as well as the reflected acoustic intensity at the interface was
measureable with ultrasonic imaging system in both form factors showing the geometry
independence of the scheme. In real applications, either volume or reflected intensity
would be more preferable depending on the available system/implanted location. The
bubblegel system could open up a new generation of in vivo systems with customizability
of the bubblegel geometry, and long sensing distance without requiring an internal power
source. In order for enhancing the practicability, the future research should include the
investigation of microbubbles lifetime and alternative materials with long lasting
surviving time. In addition, the further development of the glucose responsive hydrogel,
as discussed earlier, is required to improve its rigidness and swelling response.
Finally, the first two glucose sensors (ferrogel and bilayer) were compared with other
sensors previously reported in the literature as shown in Table. 6.1. The fluorescent
glucose sensor invented by Heo et al. exhibited its long durability, but tissue-dependent
fluorescent intensity might require its characterization for each patient. The enzyme
based glucose sensor by Gough et al. also showed long-term in vivo stability, but its large
form factor requiring a space for battery limited its practicability. Due to lack of longterm testing, the durability of our sensors have not been validated. However, the ferrogel
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sensor exhibited the fast response time with the consistent reversibility and repeatability.
In addition, the commercially available and cheap GMR IC of the bilayer sensing scheme
offers its practicability.
Table 6.1
A comparison of ferrogel and bilayer sensors with other glucose sensors previously
reported in literature.

Sensing
method

Working
duration

Measurement
method

Long term
in vivo test
> 1 year

Wireless
telemetry

Workable after
140 days
(in vivo)

Fluorescence
Detector

Non5 × 5 × 0.8 Rising:~ 70
enzymatic
Falling:~ 90
mm3

Not tested

Impedance
Analyzer

Ferrogel
Non- 15 × 15 × 0.5 Rising: ~ 10
sensor [111] enzymatic
Falling:~ 10
mm3

Not tested

Impedance
Analyzer

Bilayer
Non4 × 6 × 0.75 Rising: ~ 24
sensor [121] enzymatic
Falling:~ 18
mm3

Not tested

GMR readout
system

Dimensions

Response
time [min]

D.A. Gough
Di. 4 cm Rising: 11.8
Enzymatic
[15]
Thick. 2 cm Falling: 6.5
Di. 1 mm
Y. J. Heo
NonThick. Not[133]
enzymatic
stated
M. Lei [40]

Not stated
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